Abstract. The objective of this paper is to find the tension acting on a line that anchors a buoy submerged just beneath the surface of the ocean. Since the problem statement only gives the geometric shapes and dimensions of the buoy, we must use calculus to find its volume and surface area through integration of the volumes and surfaces of revolution formed by the specific parts of the buoy along an axis. The volume and surface area determine the buoyancy force and force of gravity, the two forces acting on the buoy that affect the tension in the line. After calculating this data, we were able to conclude that the tension affecting the line would be approximately 78 kN if the buoy was made of 1% carbon steel with a thickness of 6.35 mm. This problem is useful in several engineering disciplines.
Motivation
In this paper, we calculate the tension that would affect the line that anchors the buoy to the sea floor. This tension would have to be known when deciding what material to use for the line: if the buoy is not sufficiently massive, the tension may be too great and cause the line to snap. To solve this problem we have to conceptualize the forces acting on the buoy and the line.
Problem Statement
The buoy illustrated below is to be anchored to the bottom of the bay by a line attached to the base of its egg-shaped bottom. It is constructed from welded sheet metal and has dimensions (in feet) as indicated in the picture. Our goal is to find the tension on the line caused by the buoyancy force of the fully submerged buoy-the top of its dome just below the surface of the (salt) water. The cap on the top is a section of a sphere whose dimensions we will determine. The cylindrical abdomen of the buoy is connected to the cap by a collar-shaped section of a cone. The base is the lower third (by height) of an ellipsoid stood on its end. The major-and minor-axes of the ellipsoid can be deduced from the diagram.
Mathematical Description and Solution Approach
The first step in this problem was to use geometry and algebra to find the formulas that describe the specific shape of the buoy. The buoy is divided into four parts: a sphere, part of a cone, a cylinder and one third of an ellipse. We have included these calculations in the Appendix under Calculations 1, 2, 3 and 4. We have also included a graph of all the functions together in the Appendix as Picture 2.
The next step was to find the volume and surface area of each shape. The equations used are as follows:
The Appendix-Calculations 5 through 8-contains the detailed calculations of each integral. The calculation of the surface area of the sphere actually uses a concept by Archimedes, which states that the surface area of a sphere centered on the x-axis and bounded by the planes and is given by .
After calculating the volumes and surface areas of each individual shape, we obtained the following results:
Details are included in Calculation 9 in the Appendix. With this data we could conceptualize the forces acting on the buoy in Picture 3. From this free body diagram we were able to find the tension in the line, which equals the Force of Buoyancy minus the Force of Gravity. We then chose to use 1% carbon steel-which has a density of ( [1] )-as the designated building material for the buoy and decided the thickness of the sheet steel to be 6.35 mm. Multiplying these two together gives us the surface-area density that we used to calculate the mass of the buoy. These calculations are detailed in the Appendix under Calculation 10. We then plugged in the constant for gravity and the density of salt water, which is (at 20°C with a 35% salinity [2] ). With only the tension left unknown, we were able to solve for it. This is also in the Appendix under Calculation 10.
Discussion
The tension caused by the buoy on the line is approximately 78499.95 N if the buoy is made of sheet steel with a thickness of 6.35 mm. The resulting tension is quite large, but this make sense since the volume is much larger than the surface area if one multiplies the surface area times the thickness. The results provide a clear guideline when choosing the line to use to anchor the buoy detailed by the design given.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The objective of this paper is to find the tension acting on a line holding a buoy submerged just under the surface of the ocean. This required using calculus to find the volume and surface area through integration of the volumes and surfaces of revolution formed by the individual parts composing the buoy. The volume and surface area were necessary to calculate the force of buoyancy and force of gravity, as these are the two forces acting on the buoy that affected the tension in the line. The resulting tension is quite large, which makes sense since the volume is much larger than the surface area. This tension could be used when choosing a line to anchor the buoy. However, the tension would change if the surface area density of the buoy changed.
Our calculations are useful in a variety of contexts. Another approach might involve a different material to build the buoy or a different thickness than what we have chosen here. Another option is to solve for the thickness of a specific material needed to make the tension equal to zero. This would imply that the material would be dense enough to cause the force of gravity to cancel out the force of buoyancy that is caused by the volume of the buoy. 
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Calculation of the Tension
Therefore, the tension on the line is given by
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